Collaborative, community-based web portal of human saliva proteins identified by high-throughput proteomic technologies

Developed for the research community to harness the knowledge in the data and to further enhance the value of the proteome

Growing database: new data, new interfaces, new protein annotations based on published saliva proteome studies and up-to-date protein reference records

Not just a repository, but a curated interface platform for the community, and anybody interested in saliva science, based on a WIKI principle

Protein catalog table that depicts different types of experimental and editorial evidence available in support of existence in saliva
Visit salivaryproteome.org

- Browse the Wiki to explore saliva proteome
- Query available data
- Perform comparisons of data sets
- Annotate existing protein entries using a simple, intuitive interface
- Share your 2D gels and mass spec data
- Give your thoughts in discussions
- Tell us how we can improve
- Subscribe to the mailing list
- Contact directly through the site
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